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Controlled Vocabularies (and other authority data)
● Central to library and other knowledge 
organization processes for a long time
● Commonly used across many different 
sources, implicitly linking resources about 
the same topic
● Come along in very different forms, from 
PDF documents and XML to Excel
So, where can I find those vocabularies? 
How can I know what a certain term 
means?
Simple Knowledge Organization System
● A common vocabulary for describing 
vocabularies on the web
● Dereferencable and thus self-descriptive 
using HTTP-URIs
● Machine readable by using RDF, (ideally) 
human readable by using HTML
Die Nordrhein-Westfälische Bibliographie
http://purl.org/lobid/nwbib#s550000 
First ingredient: static site generator to publish SKOS as HTML...
public/purl.org/lobid$ ls
nwbib.de.html  nwbib.json  nwbib.ttl
… and JSON-LD (and Turtle)
public/w3id.org/isced/1997$ ls
level0.de.html  level1.ttl      level3.json     level5.en.html  scheme.de.html
level0.en.html  level2.de.html  level3.ttl      level5.json     scheme.en.html
level0.json     level2.en.html  level4.de.html  level5.ttl      scheme.json
level0.ttl      level2.json     level4.en.html  level6.de.html  scheme.ttl
level1.de.html  level2.ttl      level4.json     level6.en.html
level1.en.html  level3.de.html  level4.ttl      level6.json
level1.json     level3.en.html  level5.de.html  level6.ttl
● SKOS is usually read much more often than written
● Apache can do all the Linked-Data-Yada-Yada
● DB-based solutions are already out there
Why a static site generator?
But is it really all that useful to only know 
what a topic means and not which 
resources about that topic are out there?
TOOLs - Topic-Oriented Open Learning platforms, Pim Bellinga & Paul Gobée 
at OE Global 2018, Delft
Linked Data Notifications
● Simple protocol to publish notifications on 
the Web
● No further specification of the payload
● Pull approach for retrieval of notifications 
from an inbox
https://www.w3.org/TR/ldn/ 
Second ingredient: provide an inbox for each topic ... 
<https://w3id.org/class/esc/n00> ldn:inbox <http://localhost:3000/inbox?target=https://w3id.org/class/esc/n00>
… and send updates to that inbox!
How often should a consumer check for 
new notifications? How long should 
notifications be saved?
WebSub
● A simple protocol to communicate arbitrary 
content from a publisher to a subscriber
● No further specification of the publishing 
mechanism
● Push approach for retrieval of content
https://www.w3.org/TR/websub/ 
Final ingredient: provide the means to subscribe for update about topics
● Publication of SKOS vocabularies as static 
JSON-LD and HTML
● Provision of an inbox for retrieval of 
metadata
● Forwarding of incoming data to the 
corresponding subscriber
skohub (simple knowledge organization hub)
internal prototype
One flew over the cuckoo’s nest, Ruben Verborgh at Europeana Tech 2018, CC-BY 
And hubs!
One flew over the cuckoo’s nest, Ruben Verborgh at Europeana Tech 2018, CC-BY
Every Collection is a Snowflake, George Oates at SWIB17
Many open questions...
● What about authorization?
● What about spam?
● What about advanced querying?
● And all of yours of course!
@acka47 and @literarymachine are 
happy to continue the discussion!
